
Some people believe that what we're seeing is just a show and that Biden actually died in 21! They 
say that the 'show' is happening so that everyone is given the opportunity to wake up, at least to 
some degree. They say it's really all over and Trump is still in control.

Does it matter what they believe? No. It only matters what you believe...

We live in this invisible field – the quantum field and essentially it gives up what we believe in. So 
let's cut to the chase and look at the 2 possibilities that this 'show' will deliver:

1. The deep state will get their NWO and successfully kill 7 billion of us
2. Babylon will burn

The cancer stats are about 1:2 and they're getting worse. So if you're going to die anyway, does it 
matter whether it's from cancer or from any other reason? If you're going to die anyway, does it 
matter whether or not you live to become old? Does it matter how they take you down? I say that 
because the deep state are taking us down quickly in some cases and slowly in all other cases...

99% of people believe that death is their only option and of course the field gives them that. 

I went for a curry last night with 2 friends. They were talking about other people. No surprises 
there. I said to them, “it's not about other people; it's about what you think and believe in”.

You have a future, whether you retain your body or not. Your future will always be based upon 
what you think and believe in. If you think you're going to die, you are closed to the other option.

Is Trump going to save us all? Maybe. Should we bank on it? No. The time for believing in other 
people is over. You have to believe in yourself. You have to create your own destiny. If you want to 
be 'saved' then need to make yourself worthy of saving by loving yourself enough (preparing for 
their onslaught).

There are only 2 possibilities...

Life and death is a distraction away from the truth. YOU ARE AN ETERNAL BEING. It's not 
about if 'they' kill you or not; it's about whether you stand up to tyranny or not. If you don't stand up 
to tyranny then you're already kind of dead.

This is all about your Soul and getting completion for it. 

We have a Charter to live by. We have a medium through which we can trade in goods & services. I 
designed both of them many years ago. All we need to do is get rid of the few despots who are 
spoiling the broth for the rest of us. AI should just be an assist in an Organic Earth.

This World is an energetic frequency. It's mirror World (the Light) is a higher (faster) frequency. 
All frequencies carry a level of consciousness. There are higher frequencies than this Matrix. UV is 
the frequency of Love. X-ray is the frequency of Truth. Dimensions of living exist in UV & X-ray. 

The quintessential place to be is where the blue meets the gold (where Love and Truth meet). Can 
YOU live there? You can if you think you can and you focus upon it. You cannot go there if you 
comply with tyranny. In Love and Truth, there is no room for Victim attitudes...

It is we who make ourselves worthy of a beautiful future. It's time for us to stand up and be counted.
 ~ Gary    https://www.terracharter.com/
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